
Yalta and Roosevelt 60 years later

The Yalta conference took place at the Russian Crimean peninsula from 4 to 11 February 1945. The 
Germans were in retreat, Hitler had only eleven weeks to live. The Big Three, Franklin Roosevelt, 
Joseph Stalin and Winston Churchill agreed on many contentious issues, notably the future of Europe 
would determine. America expert Willem Post about the meaning of one of the most famous 
conferences in history.

Just before President Bush in May 2005 to Margraten Limburg traveled to the victims of World War II 
to honor, he traveled to the former Soviet Republic of Latvia. In the capital Riga, he spoke in strong 
terms about the conference of Yalta. In his speech the U.S. president put Yalta in the "incorrect 
tradition 'of previous conferences such as the" Treason of Munich "in 1938. For the umpteenth time 
in history had great nations sealed the fate of smaller nations which lead to years of oppression had 
said the president. It was a clear reference to Russia. Also, the president of a new tyranny, and he 
criticized the scourge of terrorism in the world. Bush made clear he believes in the sacred power of 
democracy and certainly also in the Middle East will stand right in front.

By Yalta and Munich in line to place and connect with the present evil, the U.S. president put great 
historical figures like Roosevelt and Churchill on the wrong side of history. Bush follows the Yalta 
critics who equate the sale of Eastern Europe to Stalin.

Especially Roosevelt is seen as the main culprit. FDR would have been too naive worldview. He 
carried a soft Wilsonian foreign policy of high ideals legitimized by the international law of nations. 
He was, like the Democratic President Woodrow Wilson before, obsessed with the idee fixe of a 
world government. His United Nations, an improved version of Wilson's League of Nations, would 
form a world government in which the superpowers United States, the Soviet Union, France and 
Britain each have their sphere of influence would get. The UN might even be an international police 
force in order to get good harmony between the superpowers problems in the bud. For that idea he 
tried to win Stalin at Yalta.

Roosevelt would have had great faith in Stalin. In 1942, Roosevelt wrote to Churchill: "I hope you find 
me not too bold if I told you that I am better than you can deal with Stalin. Stalin hates the strange 
habits of senior diplomats in our Foreign Ministries. He likes me a lot more and I hope he continues 
to think. "

At Yalta, in a beautiful setting of palm trees and luxury hotels on the Black Sea, the Americans tried 
to Stalin as much as possible to make sense. Roosevelt definitely not only be seen with Churchill. No 



Western-togethers! When the three leaders came together, Roosevelt made many bad jokes about 
the typical posh British peculiarities of Churchill. They laughed at his cigar and drinking habits. An 
observer wrote that Churchill "flushed" but that there is a perfectly cozy atmosphere hung. 
Sometimes it seemed that Stalin and Roosevelt were brothers. Like Roosevelt in Stalin also saw a 
partner in the postwar world together to bring a social New Deal for the common man. Capitalism 
and communism would come together. In our own country by opponents Roosevelt was already 'the 
red man in the White House called. "

Roosevelt also spoke extensively with Stalin about the curse of colonialism. It was certainly an 
important reason why Roosevelt politics not so good with Churchill could leave. The United States 
had ever liberated itself from the British yoke. About the 'old colonial' Churchill told Roosevelt: "After 
the war he will leave millions of slipping back into a form of disguised slavery."

In the days around Yalta FDR also spoke with Queen Wilhelmina with whom he also saw his Dutch 
ancestry, had a warm relationship. Through her he tried to exert pressure on Churchill. Elliott told his 
son he triumphantly: "I got her talking about the Dutch colonies. She promised me that her 
government immediately after the defeat of Japan would announce that they are the peoples of the 
Dutch East Indies 'dominion status' would give the right to govern themselves and that they would 
exert pressure on the British in colonial issues think and act according to our guidelines. It's all 
together: Dutch East Indies, French Indo-China, India and the British ex-territorial rights in China. We 
will still succeed in this century to the twentieth really, watch it! "

Such statements testify course of idealism. By standing up for oppressed people in a still largely 
colonial world when Roosevelt was right on the right side of history. With United Nations, he wanted 
to avoid war. One of the most popular monuments in Washington in 1997 opened the Franklin 
Roosevelt Memorial in Washington DC. An impressive image text between the many parties as 
follows:

"I have seen war. I have seen war on land and sea. I have seen blood running from the wounded. I 
have seen the dead in the mud. I have seen cities destroyed. I have seen children starving. I have 
seen the agony of mothers and wives. I hate war.

Who portrays Roosevelt as a purely idealist does him an injustice. Roosevelt was also a great political 
tactician, who four times has been chosen as president. In a time of high unemployment and a strong 
isolationist movement in Congress, he knew little by little his country involved in World War II. He 
successfully campaigned for the "Land Lease Bill which Britain could be much better arm in the first 
years of World War II.

Roosevelt was aware that he was at Yalta to Stalin few trump cards in his hands. On the Italian 
peninsula and in western Europe there was a slow march, which was very slow after the failed battle 
of Arnhem. The Soviets had to fight the Germans lost 27 million soldiers and large parts of occupied 
Eastern Europe. Churchill had already signed a deal with Stalin to the British influence in Greece to 
keep in exchange for a Russian sphere of influence in Eastern Europe. In February 45, Japan was far 
from defeated and Roosevelt was a priority for the Russians to take part in the war in the Pacific. The 
atomic bomb was not successfully tested. Roosevelt had benefited from good relations with Stalin. 
Stalin also wanted Roosevelt to win for the idea of a United Nations.



Roosevelt knew that Churchill even before its own charm offensive aimed at Stalin began a private 
visit which he affectionately nicknamed his Bear had called. In the postwar world wanted Churchill 
cost what it costs the British sphere of influence to keep in tact.

But Roosevelt was convinced that he was superior when it came to developing a personal 
relationship with another world leader. Domestically, the president played his opponents, like a 
violinist his musical instrument. With his political shrewdness, eloquence and sunny smile FDR knew 
everyone to pack. Friend and foe, he invited with great regularity in the White House and the 
outdoor Hyde Park on the Hudson. General George Marshall as a chastened after a disagreement 
dared not even a dinner visit. And informal atmosphere, he would undoubtedly by the charms of 
Roosevelt are packed, he writes in his memoirs. "Roosevelt puts his arm around you and 
automatically starts a warm conversation. Irresistible! " Isaiah Berlin has about Roosevelt once said: 
"He had all the character and energy and skill of the dictators, and he was on our side."

Stalin admired Roosevelt. About Churchill said: "He is such a type that if you do not keep an eye on a 
coin from your pocket berth. Roosevelt is different. He wants only big business in their hands. "

Roosevelt received many concessions from Stalin. So he agreed with the United Nations and he let 
drop the requirement that all 16 Soviet republics separately supposed to be part of the UN.

But there it was called the plus side. Eastern Europe would remain in the Russian sphere of influence, 
Stalin already signed a statement with beautiful words about freedom. About Poland was explicitly 
stated that a "broad-based provisional government" would come. "Free and unfettered elections as 
soon as possible take place on the basis of universal suffrage by secret ballot."

This promise was as familiar with feet by the Russians came. But President Bush had better conduct? 
The majority of the American and British public was absolutely not prepared to re-start a major 
military campaign to liberate Eastern Europe. The war with Japan was far from over. Would Bush, like 
Roosevelt, the communist rulers in the Kremlin as extensive financial and military support without 
which they struggle against fascism could never win?

It is dangerous to sixty to dated with seven-league boots to walk through history. At the end of the 
Yalta conference euphoria reigned. Churchill was drunk with happiness which helped a handful of 
Russian champagne. There was talk of a great success. Roosevelt's adviser Harry Hopkins concluded 
afterwards: "The Russians have given us at this conference wellas. I do not think their wishes we 
could lay down beside us. We could not let them fall. " Roosevelt himself said that he had done 
"what was possible given the circumstances.

A few weeks after Yalta Roosevelt died. The agreements of Yalta by the time taken. At Yalta came the 
tyranny and democracy together. The ultimate lesson of Yalta is that the playing field of democratic 
ideals in its boundary is the harsh reality of everyday life and not vice versa. There you can learn from 
President Bush in the economic and democratic reconstruction of countries like Iraq.

On 1 October, the grandsons of the Big Three on the occasion of the opening of the new Graduate 
School of Governance at Maastricht. They will be there, near Margraten, politicians and talk with 
students about the future of Europe, sixty years after Yalta far from unity.



It is a tribute to the conference of Yalta as is discussed from reality. Especially if the conference in a 
friendly personal atmosphere betrothed. Is it appropriate to sixty years later a glass of champagne to 
drink?
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"Hillary for President '

Imagine that today's U.S. presidential elections. According to American scholar William Post, Hillary 
Clinton tonight than the new American president.

Crisis in the White House. In the latest poll is only 35% of the population behind President Bush. An 
absolute low. For the first time a majority against his Iraq policy.

Is increasing the pressure from his own Republican Party to become the first American soldiers from 
"democratic" Iraq to withdraw. But democracy is hardly worth something if there is no stability. An 
American general said recently that only about 700 Iraqi soldiers can be effectively deployed in 
security operations. If the U.S. leaves Iraq in chaos is that the final liquidation of the foreign policy of 
Bush. The lonely president can not move anymore.

'Poor George' is also plagued by scandals at home, a huge budget deficit and failed many plans such 
as the privatization of social care for some time in the wastepaper basket. Bush is now a 'lame duck', 
say even shot game. From this viewpoint, in the remainder of his term only worse.

The call for a Democratic alternative in the forthcoming presidential elections will only increase. 
People will long for the golden nineties when the 'sky' the 'limit', and almost all economic 
developments broke records. A time of relative world peace.

Bill Clinton after his presidency only become more popular. He has increasingly profiled itself as an 
international statesman and universal solace bringer that tsunami-affected and 11 September and 
Katrina victims personally offered help. Where Bill speaks he touches the hearts of the people.

With Ronald Reagan, John Kennedy and Franklin Roosevelt, it is among the best campaigners of all 
time. Bill and Hillary have at least a political marriage and it is becoming clear that Bill is already 
campaigning for presidential candidate Hillary.

Bill introduced himself in recent months as a progressive, critical Democrat. Last week he spoke of 
"the great blunder" by Bush's war in Iraq.

Because of their American standards left past the Clintons in the presidential election of 2008 
secured nearly all the progressive vote. A successful alternative is for America not left. The Ralph 
Nader supporters after eight years of Bush will still think twice before they get on someone other 
than Hillary will vote.

Hillary knows she can be president only if they also the center of American politics can conquer. 
People are quick media society generally short memories. Meanwhile, Hillary has for some time 



developed into a more conservative politician. She supported President Bush in his ongoing fight 
against terrorism, the first ever voted for a defense increase but finds it "a mistake" that there is no 
well thought out plan for the reconstruction of Iraq.

This center position is also reflected in her abortion position. A free abortion under certain 
conditions, but "we have much respect for people who are against abortion." Hillary invariably for its 
faith and regularly speaks passionately about values and the pernicious influence of all sinful 
television programs and Internet sites.

This moderate attitude Hillary any harm. As a senator from New York State, she is strikingly re-
elected with votes from the affluent, conservative country so vast in the state to the Canadian 
border. Also with more conservative Republicans in Washington State Hillary become known as a 
very competent senator. A bridge builder, too.

None of her Democratic party colleagues can against her in 2008. But also against a Republican 
opponent, it has a great opportunity. The figures are in its favor. The majority of Americans are 
women. The Hispanics traditionally vote for a Democrat majority. Just this rapidly growing group can 
make the difference, especially in key states like Iowa and Ohio where John Kerry in 2004 but with 
140,000 votes difference of Bush lost. And nobody can fetch much money will the Clintons during the 
all important fundraising dinners. They will provide the financial records that still stand in the name 
of 'Uncle Scrooge' Bush shatter.

Hillary's campaign is already well organized throughout the country and in fact long behind the 
scenes started. The main thing is that Americans from their patriotic desire for great deeds. Their 
president must be a hero, like Kennedy and Reagan were. The Clintons may provide a new impetus 
American. Where are Hillary and Bill, they received as true movie stars. People want to touch them, 
join them in the vicinity.

In the great country America has Hillary with her reputation, her experience as most political first 
lady in the White House and its financial capabilities a huge advantage over any other relief 
candidate.

Fear of scandal? Each candidate will be by media and opponents are placed under a magnifying glass. 
Hillary, we know everything already, when her husband committed adultery, she stayed with him 
because she also had a minor daughter. That's a good story to tell to the more conservative 
Americans. And the charming sinner Bill will be delighted to explain one more time remorseful for 
what he suffered as his faithful wife has done to.
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